
Mrs. Monika Merryman
1324 Axcel Ln
Sycamore, IL 60178-3433
(815) 899-8362

Jul 27 2012 g
Illinois Pollution Control Board

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Make this company and others clean up the mess they create and stop
them from outsourcing the problems they create!

Sincerely,
Mrs. Monika Merryman



Ms. Shirley Young
1500 N Astor St Apt 9
Chicago, IL 606 10-1640
(312) 255-0039

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Shirley Young



Ms. Wendy Mackey
175 E Delaware P1
Chicago. IL 60611-1756
(312) 787-8185

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Wendy Mackey



Ms. Katharine Egan
175 N Harbor Dr
Chicago, IL 6060 1-7344
(224) 392-2275

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Katharine Egan



Harold Whyte
7144 N Harlem Ave # 179
Chicago, IL 60631-1097

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Harold Whyte



Ms. Linda Benda
5124 Oak Center Dr
Oak Lawn, IL 60453-3940

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Benda



Imre Trevino
1356W Grand Ave Apt If
Chicago, IL 60642-7074

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the enviromnent through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Imre Trevino



Carole Capoun
3800 W Peterson Ave
Chicago, IL 60659-3116
(773) 463-3020

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Carole Capoun



Mrs. Tammi Dreier
830 Cardiff Ct
0 Fallon, IL 62269-6863
(585) 507-1560

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Tammi Dreier



Miss Christy Kurtz
841 Prairie Ave
Bartlett, IL 60 103-5079
(630) 640-6816

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Miss Christy Kurtz



Rose Manak
1316W Fargo Ave
Chicago, IL 60626-59 14
(773) 761-6727

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Rose Manak



Mrs. Margrit Kuehn
915 Ashland Ave
Wilmette, IL 60091-1737
(847) 251-7147

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Margrit Kuehn



Mr. Douglas Eid
924 McKnight Cir Apt 3
Rockford, IL 61107-5790

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Douglas Eid



Mr. Charles Mosier
321 W McKinley Rd Apt 10
Ottawa, IL 6 1350-4749
(815) 431-0178

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Mosier



Dr. Eileen Murphy
841 V1 Junior Ter
Chicago, IL 60613-1607
(773) 528-2349

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Eileen Murphy



Dr. Eileen Murphy
841 W Junior Ter
Chicago, IL 606 13-1607
(773) 528-2349

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Eileen Murphy



Mrs. Cynthia Sweeny
9202 Bard Rd
Village of Lakewood, IL 60014-6701

Ju127,2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Cynthia Sweeny



Mrs. Alison Hart
2907 14th Fairway Dr
Belleville, IL 62220-48 10

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

With the rate of new lung cancer cases increasing every
Year in non-smokers, I feel very strongly about this
Issue. Let’s move forwards, not backwards!

Sincerely,
Mrs. Alison Hart



Ms. Dyann Berndt
6417 33rd St
Berwyn, IL 60402-37 15

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Dyann Berndt



Mr. Robert Watkins
7064 W Main St
Niles, IL 607 14-2255
(847) 470-3351

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Watkins



Dr. George Drelios
6018 N Washtenaw Ave
Chicago. IL 60659-3942

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. George Drelios



Mr. Stephen Mcveigh
5468 N Lawler Ave
Chicago, IL 60630-1536
(773) 736-1941

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Stephen Mcveigh



Mr. Scott Nelson
277 N Marion St
Palatine, IL 60074-5470

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Nelson



Mr. John Hemmer
4045 Dixon Dr
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192-1428
(224) 635-0035

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Ivlidwest. This is critical for my health, our enviromnent and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. John Hemmer



Mr. John And Rachel Heurnan
421 Kedzie St Apt 3
Evanston, IL 60202-236 1

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. John And Rachel Heuman



Mr. Peter Schafer
600 S Dearborn St Apt 2206
Chicago, IL 60605-1836
(312) 341-0178

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Peter Schafer



Laurie Cwerenz
4110 Pitzen Rd
Johnsburg, IL 6005 1-3737
(815) 385-6548

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Laurie Cwerenz



Ms. Madiha Ahmed
204 Midwest Club Pkwy
Oak Brook, IL 60523-2508

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Madiha Ahmed



Mr. Barry Adler
7502 Farmingdale Dr Apt 301
Darien, IL 60561-4734
(630) 321-0915

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Barry Adler



Dr. Marjorie Soule
1114 Harvard Ter
Evanston, IL 60202-3309

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Marjorie Soule



Mrs. Alice Mulberry
5542 S Blackstone Ave
Chicago, IL 60637-1854

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its 502 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Alice Mulberry



Mrs. Alice Mulberry
5542 S Blackstone Ave
Chicago, IL 60637-1854

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Alice Mulberry



Mr. Harry F. Schueler Jr.
1360 Brittany Ct
Aurora, IL 60504-6007
(630) 820-3411

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Harry E. Schueler Jr.



Mrs. Linda Townill
24037 W Oak St
Plainfield, IL 60544-2834
(815) 436-3328

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda Townill



Mrs. Lisa Sons
153 N Caroline Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60 126-2903

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The origmal agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Lisa Sons



Ron Gafron
865 N Dexter Ln
Hoffman Estates. IL 60169-2362

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ron Gafron



Ms. Jenny Schwartzberg
853 W Fullerton Ave
Chicago, IL 60614-2412

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Jenny Schwartzberg



Mr. George Schaaf
18445 Thompson Ct
Tinley Park, IL 60477-6771
(708) 417-3032

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. George Schaaf



Ms. Diane Bernardi
612 Courtland Ave
Park Ridge, IL 60068-4830
(847) 823-6131

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Diane Bemardi



Mr. David Frey
9751 LongfieldDr
Huntley, IL 60142-2358

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. David Frey



Mr. Bnice Killips
715 N Concord Dr
Woodstock. IL 60098-8068
(815) 338-4356

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Bruce Killips



Dr. Jim Halle
505 S Highland Ave
Champaign, IL 6182 1-3912

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Jim Halle



Mr. Jesse Graziano
221 SpringdaleLn
Bloomingdale, IL 60 108-3027

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jesse Graziano



Ms. Andra Addis
6041 N Talman Ave
Chicago, IL 60659-4033
(312) 388-4321

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Andra Addis



Ms. Leslie Wolter
101 F Jackson St
0 Fallon, IL 62269-13 17

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and N0x
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Leslie Wolter



Ms. Anita Anderson
410 Dayward Ct
Aurora, IL 60505-5002
(630) 898-2087

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Anita Anderson



Mr. Raymond Gicela
28w660 Hickory Ln
West Chicago, IL 60 185-2434
(630) 231-8382

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Raymond Gicela



M Minnice
3180 N Lake Shore Dr
Chicago, IL 60657-4831

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
M Miimice



Rene Cook
662 N Jungle Rd
Murphysboro, IL 62966-6337
(618) 684-4984

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Rene Cook



Mr. DAN REDMON
1700 El Carnino Dr
Pekin, IL 6 1554-6366
(309) 241-5179

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. DAN REDMON



Mr. Brian Willard
722 N Bruns Ln Apt D
Springfield, IL 62702-2281
(505) 838-2004

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Anieren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the enviroment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Brian Willard



Mr. Jerry Skovie
511 Aurora Ave Unit 606
Naperville, IL 60540-6292

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jerry Skovie



Ms. Michelle Pound
6033 N Sheridan Rd Apt 18c
Chicago, IL 60660-3030

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Michelle Pound



Mr. Clinton Van Leer
944 Wesley Ave
Evanston, IL 60202-1655

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

As the parent of two small children I am worried about the condition of
our only planet. We should all have to pay for the cleanest energy
currently available.

Sincerely,
Mr. Clinton Van Leer



Mrs. Patricia Wright
9250 Lick Creek Rd
Buncombe, IL 62912-3 135

Ju127,2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia Wright



Lisa Johnson
532 Green Valley Dr W
Lombard, IL 60 148-2530

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Lisa Johnson



Mr. Ahmad abdul rahrnaan
6360 S Minerva Ave
Apt 309
Chicago, IL 60637-3648
(773) 324-9027

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to

stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Ahmad abdul rahmaan



Mr. Jason Dienhart
203 Parkside Ln
Oswego, IL 60543-82 10
(630) 770-74 1 1

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jason Dienhart



Mr. Roger Lichty
502 College Ave
Rockford, IL 61 104-2910

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Ivlidwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Roger Lichty



Ms. Joy Rexshell
11722 State Highway 54
Clinton, IL 61727-9180
(217) 935-5864

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Joy Rexshell



Mr. Lawrence Strickland
124 W Garden Ave
Palatine, IL 60067-26 17

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Lawrence Strickland



Edward Salomon
125 S Jefferson St Unit 3302
Chicago, IL 6066 1-3740
(312) 575-9737

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Mercury is poison; we do not need more science. Do not waiver.

Sincerely,
Edward Salomon



Charles Parker
628 E 9th St
Alton, IL 62002-362 1

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Charles Parker



Ms. Linda Tyson
2907 Bob 0 Link Rd
Flossmoor, IL 60422-14 17
(708) 638-0863

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Tyson



Mrs. Bernadette Payne
2100 W Bradley P1
Chicago, IL 606 18-4910

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, DocketNo. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Bernadette Payne



Ms. Monica Halloran
1119 N Taylor Ave
Oak Park, IL 60302-1145

Ju127,2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition foraVariance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Monica Halloran



Mr. Travis Coated
708 N Madison St Apt 3
Marion, IL 62959-3074

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Travis Coated



Ms. Elaine And George Hopkins
1825 E Maple Ridge Dr
Peoria, IL 61614-7915
(309) 688-1400

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Elaine And George Hopkins



Mrs. Alison Halm
1631 W Partridge Ct Unit 5
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-7966
(847) 255-4789

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Alison Halm



Jack Kelly
826 Chestnut Ave
Wilmette, IL 6009 1-1744

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Jack Kelly



Ms. Lynn Steiden
6493 Holtkamp Rd
Metropolis, IL 62960-4532

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Lynn Steiden



Mr. Matthew Burns
628 N Genesee St
Waukegan, IL 60085-2074

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Matthew Burns



Dr. Melissa Wheeler
2641 N Troy St
Chicago, IL 60647-1605
(773) 486-7486

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Melissa Wheeler



Mrs. Amy Dicker
203 E Keith Ave
Waukegan, IL 60085-2 136

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Amy Dicker



Mrs. Joyce Flaherty
23001 S Glen Eagle Dr
Frankfort. IL 60423-7927
(815) 806-1270

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Joyce Flaherty



Miss Gregory Lachapelle
109 W Madison St
Lombard, IL 60148-33 16

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Miss Gregory Lachapelle



Ms. Florina Cupsa
353 Park Ave
#5
Glencoe, IL 60022-1530
(184) 777-8097

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Florina Cupsa



Fred Tyrneson
23856 W Dayfield Dr
Plainfield, IL 60586-7711
(8 15) 782-4942

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Fred Tymeson



Mr. Frank Bauer
922 W Columbia Ter
Peoria, IL 61606-1219

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Frank Bauer



Ms. Oziem SofOoglu
1017 W Weathersfield Way
Schaumburg, IL 60193-2649
(630) 847-7121

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Ozlem Sofuoglu



Diane Eubanks
39571 N Channel View Dr
Antioch, IL 60002-8 142

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Diane Eubanks



John Mccurdy
P0 Box 762
Rochester, IL 62563-0762
(312) 545-4170

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
John Mccurdy



Mr. Dan Mccurdy
P0 Box 762
Rochester, IL 62563-0762
(312) 371-1 183

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Dan Mccurdy



Gregor Sosnowski
4057 S Ellis Ave
Chicago, IL 60653-2407
(773) 548-8458

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Gregor Sosnowski



Ms. Lorna Paisley
664 N Hickory St
Joliet, IL 60435-6369
(815) 727-7230

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Lorna Paisley



Mr. Erik Skamser
515 Lyman Ave
Oak Park, IL 60304-1629
(708) 763-8313

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Erik Skamser



Jenelle Keene
2504 Cherry Hills Dr
Champaign, IL 6 1822-7507

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Jenelle Keene



Mrs. Lisa Kiepek
108 S Milton Ave
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137-6321
(630) 790-3950

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Lisa Klepek



Dr. Aliya Brown
7514 S Clyde Ave
Chicago, IL 60649-39 18

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Aliya Brown



Mr. Alan Shannon
858 N Wolcott Ave Apt 3
Chicago, IL 60622-6791
(773) 276-6846

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Alan Shannon



Diane Doerr
3107 Mission Rd
Alton, IL 62002-55 16
(618) 462-6680

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Diane Doerr



Dr. Annette Hagerty
906 11 Route 23
Harvard. IL 60033-9482
(815) 943-7536

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Ivlidwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Annette Hagerty



Dr. Annette Hagerty
906 Ii Route 23
Harvard, IL 60033-9482
(815) 943-7536

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our enviromnent and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Annette Hagerty



Mr. Brian Benthall
2755 N Mill Springs Ln
Scheller, IL 62883-2907

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Brian Benthall



Mr. Bob Hagele
222 N Columbus Dr Apt 2603
Chicago, IL 6060 1-7956

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Bob Hagele



Mr. Gary Zvitt
35w74S Highview Ct
Saint Charles, IL 60175-5178
(630) 377-0043

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Ivlidwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Zvitt



Mr. Alex Vazquez
6033 N Sheridan Rd
Chicago, IL 60660-3003

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.mecury and kids brains don’t mix.

Sincerely,
Mr. Alex Vazquez



Mrs. Jean Sajdak
24w446 Lawrence Ave
Roselle, IL 60172-3331
(708) 717-2558

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Jean Sajdak



Mr. Charles Miller
356 Creekside Dr
Vernon Hills, IL 60061-1908

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Miller



Ms. Kaye Aurigemma
10846 Martindale Dr
Westchester. IL 60154-5021
(708) 562-6642

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Kaye Aurigemma



Mrs. Kate Harder
1n186 Main St
Glen Ellyn, IL 60 137-3692

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Kate Harder



Mrs. Linda Bingle
5n085 Crane Rd
Saint Charles, IL 60175-4711
(630) 587-3358

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda Bingle



Mr. Bryan Johnsrud
127 N State St
Springfield, IL 62702-4842
(217) 494-8353

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Bryan Johnsrud



Mrs. Brighid Malone
1107 Shennan Ave
Evanston, IL 60202-1335
(847) 328-1883

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Brighid Malone



Ms. Madeline Brock
407 N Derbyshire Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-6333

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Madeline Brock



Brian Wermer
1007 21st Ave
Silvis. IL 61282-5701

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Brian Wermer



Miss Marybeth Conrad
902 Ridge Sq Apt 306
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-4172

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Miss Marybeth Conrad



Mr. Christophe Foubert
4715 N Troy St
Chicago, IL 60625-4422

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

People’s health should come before money.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Christophe Foubert



Ms. Beth Raynis
1537 Warbler Dr
Naperville, IL 60565-13 13
(630) 355-3155

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Beth Raynis



Joan Schneider
2838 Thayer St
Evanston, IL 6020 1-1363
(847) 869-9155

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Joan Schneider



Mr. Victor Daniel Ramirez
1918 S 51st Ct
Cicero, IL 60804-2341

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Victor Daniel Ramirez



Mr. R Peter Carey
24 W Erie St
#4a
Chicago, IL 60654-7573
(312) 587-0835

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. R Peter Carey



Mrs. Brandy Keele
334 Chandler Dr
Mount Cannel, IL 62863-2509

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Brandy Keele



Mr. Martin Lubawy
148 Kimberly Rd
North Barrington, IL 60010-2218
(847) 304-0299

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Martin Lubawy



Mr. Marvin Young
2382 Kildeer St
Woodridge, IL 605 17-1854
(630) 968-8497

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Marvin Young



Ivir. Kim Grimes
12931 S Elaine Dr
Plainfield, IL 60585-9767
(815) 922-9744

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Aineren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Kim Grimes



Mrs. Carol Smith
21241 W County Rd
Wilmington, IL 6048 1-9409

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arnerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Carol Smith



Ms. Cindy Enright
800 Dobson St
Evanston, IL 60202-3976

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Cindy Enright



Mrs. Jacquelyn Pallay
5s414 Columbia St
Naperville, IL 60563-2829
(630) 357-7310

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Jacquelyn Pallay



Mrs. Marilyn Davis
1222 Dewey Ave
Evanston. IL 60202-1 123

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Don’t cave-for the future of our children. Thank you for your
consideration on this most urgent matter.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Marilyn Davis



Mrs. Valerie Baffa
3526 Clinton Ave
Berwyn, IL 60402-3323
(708) 484-0956

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Valerie Baffa



Derek Rogers
1040 Huron Dr
Elgin, IL 60120-2343

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Derek Rogers



Ms. Stephanie Trevor
6056 S Ingleside Ave Apt 1
Chicago, IL 60637-2618

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Stephanie Trevor



Mr. Ryan Danzinger
1536 N Hickory Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-4042
(847) 870-9605

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Ryan Danzinger



Ms. Cynthia Okayarna Dopke
4340 N Mamora Ave
Chicago, IL 60634-1739
(773) 777-7133

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Cynthia Okayama Dopke



Ms. Dolores Pino
7200 Wilson Ter
Morton Grove, IL 60053-1 142
(847) 965-3354

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject; Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to.

I strongly urge you to reject the company’s request for a variance and
hold the company to the standard passed in 2006. The agreement to
reduce mercury pollution is vital in protecting public health and the
environment through Illinois and the Midwest. This is critical for my
health, our environment, and the Midwest’s future, (the point being,
that we humans all must live and act according to the principle of
protecting the Earth for the seventh generation hence, as the Native
Americans knew so well!!

Sincerely,
Ms. Dolores Pino



Dr. Valentina Pichugin
5555 S Everett Ave
Chicago, IL 60637-1968
(773) 643-1694

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Valentina Pichugin



Mr. Kevin Metcalf
509 N Prospect Manor Ave
Mt Prospect, IL 60056-2047
(847) 253-7644

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Kevin Metcalf



Ms. Anne Davies
211 S Waiola Ave
La Grange, IL 60525-2265
(708) 469-7373

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Anne Davies



Mr. Simon Vecchioni
5O25NTroySt
Chicago, IL 60625-4219

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Simon Vecchioni



Mr. Nathaniel Lindstrom
429 S Highland Ave
Arlington Heights. IL 60005-183 1
(847) 255-4729

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Nathaniel Lindstrom



Ms. Gina Manola
505 F Oregon St
Urbana, IL 61801-4313
(217) 622-8166

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Gina Manola



Mr. Richard. V. Cogan
5832 Cleveland St
Morton Grove, IL 60053-3320
(312) 296-6291

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Richard. V. Cogan



Ms. Mary Clare Cadieux
1442 W Fargo Ave Apt 2e
Chicago, IL 60626-6074

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Clare Cadieux



Mr. Howard Ferguson
414 W Wisconsin St
Chicago. IL 606 14-5254

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Howard Ferguson



Ms. Rebecca Kosar
521 S 10th Ave
Saint Charles, IL 60174-32 10
(630) 587-2361

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

1 object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Rebecca Kosar



Ms. Kathleen Rude
1056 Ostennan Ave
Deerfield, IL 600 15-4253
(847) 940-0908

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for niy health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Kathleen Rude



Mr. John Pranke
1643 Windsor Ct Apt 2b
West Chicago, IL 60185-4 138
(630) 303-8929

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arnerens Petition for a\7ariance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. John Pranke



Mr. Karl Hjerpe
1618 N Cleveland Ave
Chicago, IL 606 14-5640
(312) 397-8924

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Karl Hjerpe



Mrs. Janet Smith
555 Chippewa In
Carol Stream, IL 60188-1589
(630) 653-3958

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Even though I live in northern Illinois, not an Ameren customer,
pollution has no boundaries. And my relatives live in Ameren
territory, and I care about them.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Janet Smith



Mrs. Joyce Pope
163 Frey Ln
Fairview Heights, IL 62208-2820

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

As a survivor of tonsular cancer, less polution in the environment is
very important to me.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Joyce Pope



Mr. Colby Sellers
1118 Debbie Ln
Macomb, IL 6 1455-2666
(309) 337-0910

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Aineren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Colby Sellers



Ms. Laura Zuzuly
120 Kane St
Geneva, IL 60134-2814

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Laura Zuzuly



Ms. Gayle Ivy
1350 W Thorndale Ave
Chicago. IL 60660-3321
(773) 878-1850

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Gayle Ivy



Mr. Gary Friedlund
23921 Steger-Monee Rd
Crete, IL 60417

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Friedlund



Mrs. Annie Bowers
266 Charles St
Sycamore, IL 60178-2 144

Ju127,2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Annie Bowers



Mr. David Widuch
138 N Clara P1
Elmhurst, IL 60126-2930
(630) 279-1957

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. David Widuch



Mr. Richard Stark
108 F Dee St
Lebanon. IL 62254-1623
(832) 563-8943

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Stark



Frank Raguvo
I 1s088 West St
Naperville, IL 60565-5529
(630) 717-9875

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Frank Raguvo



Dr. Clifford Rot
1005 Meadow Ln
Elgin, IL 60 123-1429
(847) 742-6478

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Clifford Rot



Kyle Freiler
690 Duane St
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137-4610
(630) 942-9482

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Kyle Freiler



Mr. Joirn Thornton
518 N Washington St
Westmont, IL 60559-15 17

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. John Thornton



Mr. Jeremy Zorns
1248 N Red Oak Cir
Round Lake Beach, IL 60073-4684

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jeremy Zorns



Ms. Olivia Rornine
1847 Columbus St
Ottawa, IL 61350-1528

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its SO2 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Olivia Roinine



Ms. Kristin Garcia
46lONDoverSt
Chicago, IL 60640-46 10

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Kristin Garcia



Mr. Greg Stawinoga
1247 F 168th P1
South Holland, IL 60473-3 151

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subiect: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Greg Stawinoga



Patrick Merkel
2909 Shorewood Dr
Mchenry, IL 60050-600 1
(815) 344-9327

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Patrick Merkel



Mrs. Maria Elsberg
2334 Auburn Ln
Northbrook, IL 60062-6932

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Marla Elsberg



Ms. Susan &amp; Bill Siebers
3949 Foster St
Evanston, IL 60203-1026
(847) 674-8999

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Susan &amp; Bill Siebers



Mr. Wayne Woitman
902 Meadows Rd
Geneva, IL 60134-3052
(630) 232-4169

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Wayne Woltman



Sharon Flaugher
6808 Middlegate Ln
Glen Carbon, IL 62034-405 3
(618) 288-3828

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Sharon Flaugher



Miss Aileen Horowitz
548 Park View Ter
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089-9115

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Miss Aileen Horowitz



Ms. Gail Ivlerritt
727 S Dearborn St Apt 712
Chicago, IL 60605-3 826
(312) 427-9765

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Gail Merritt



Cathy Callaghan
4116 JodyCt
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008-2300

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx).
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Cathy Callaghan



Dr. Estelle Foster
P0 Box 659
Pecatonica, IL 61063-0659
(815) 239-1878

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related’
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Dr. Estelle Foster



Ms. Adrian Quintero
3747 S 61st Ave
Cicero, IL 60804-4 119

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Adrian Quintero



Ms. Olivia Romine
1847 Columbus St
Ottawa, IL 61350-1528

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Olivia Romine



Ms. Cheryl Busking
4223 N Marmora Ave
Chicago, IL 60634-1738
(773) 545-0229

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Cheryl Busking



Miss Miriam Pollard
6,Meadowlands, Ardteegalvan,
Headfort 60645 60645 60645 606
Killamey, IL 60645
(064) 775-4030

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The origmal agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Miss Miriam Pollard



Mr. Franco Fillipan
339 Mulberry Ct
Bartlett, IL 60 103-7963

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Amerens Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Franco Fillipan



Ms. Joanne Sauter
1308 W Farwell Ave Apt 2
Chicago, IL 60626-3725
(773) 368-1089

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Joanne Sauter



Michele Scott
700 E 2nd St
Kewanee, IL 6 1443-2447
(309) 361-0750

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

‘Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Michele Scott



Ms. Alicia Zody
114 Maple St Apt Ia
Marshall, IL 62441-1178

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Alicia Zody



Ms. Shirley Adams
209 Kedzie St Apt 2a
Evanston, IL 60202-2430
(404) 245-7977

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Shirley Adams



stella reeves
7710W Oakton St
Niles. IL 60714-2818

Jul 27, 2012

illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
stella reeves



Mr. Don Chartier
642 W Bittersweet P1
Chicago, IL 606 13-2308
(312) 532-7320

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Don Chartier



Mr. Dwight Seuser
206 Foster Dr
Oswego, IL 60543-4058

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

The air is not “free” to pollute. Our citizens needs clean
air and water to be healthy. Don’t let electric companies pollute our
air.

Sincerely,
Mr. Dwight Seuser



Mr. Dean Schultz
914W Maude Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-3733
(847) 394-3934

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Dean Schultz



Mr. Dan Kinnucan
2538 W Superior St
Chicago, IL 60612-1109

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Dan Kinnucan



Brian Wurtz
3442 N Rutherford Ave
Chicago, IL 60634-3726

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Brian Wurtz



Mr. David Reed
1151 Ashland Ave
Evanston, IL 60202-1140
(847) 866-7301

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. David Reed



Mr. Glenn Hopkins
4531W 89th St
Hometown. IL 60456-1046
(708) 636-1582

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Mr. Glenn Hopkins



Mr. Adam Eiden
131 WinddanceDr
Lake Villa, IL 60046-668 1
(847) 207-3623

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Adam Eiden



Mr. Abel Rivera
2414W 36th St
Chicago, IL 60632-1007
(773) 843-4241

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard, The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Abel Rivera



Mr. Jay Mulberry
5542 S Blackstone Ave
Chicago, IL 60637-1854
(505) 629-7532

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jay Mulberry



Mrs. Patricia Reinhold
405 Berger Lu
Prairie Du Rocher, IL 62277-2 153

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia Reinhold



Ms. Kate Fritscher
1773 W Cullom Ave
Chicago, IL 60613-1116

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
1L

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Kate Fritscher



Ms. Heidi Keitz
926 Dunlop Ave Apt 311
Forest Park, IL 60130-227 1

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Heidi Keitz



Kimberle Taylor
1151W 14th P1 Unit 239
Chicago, IL 60608-2847

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Kimberle Taylor



Mr. Steven Rhodes
1420 S Prairie Ave
Chicago, IL 60605-2884
(312) 218-8479

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Steven Rhodes



Christy Mazrimas-Ott
3518 Randolph St
Lansing, 1L 60438-39 10
(708) 895-1646

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Christy Mazrimas-Ott



Ron Kochrnan
304 Glendenning Rd
Kenilworth, IL 60043-1022
(847) 256-6375

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Arneren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made historyby passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ron Kochman



Mr. Christopher Lee
1343 W Touhy Ave
Apt 2s
Chicago, IL 60626-2676
(773) 338-7991

Jul 27. 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Christopher Lee



Ms. Barbara Mango
131 S Grace Ave
Kewanee, IL 61443-3041
(708) 519-0052

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Arneren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Mango



Ms. Megan Mooha
1437 W Elmdale Ave
Chicago, IL 60660-2432

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Megan Mooha



Mr. Bill Underwood
3 Manassas Ave
Jacksonville, IL 62650-1055
(217) 473-1452

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Underwood



Kay Howard
1092 Onwentsia Ct
Naperville, IL 60563-1 144
(630) 420-0824

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Kay Howard



Ms. Alden Bullwinkle-Hatton
2030 Glenmoor Dr
West Dundee, IL 60118-3323

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Amerens Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Alden Bullwinkle-Hatton



Mr. Juan Bennudez
4318 N Lawridale Ave
Chicago, IL 60618.1041

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Juan Bermudez



Mr. Bill Roberts
3345 N Winnebago St
Rockford, IL 61103-2827
(815) 654-9597

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Arneren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Roberts



Ms. Ginette Sevier
3224 Ravenwood Dr
Godfrey, IL 62035-3233

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Arneren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Ginette Sevier



Mr. Michael Malone
3s063 Glen Dr N
Warrenville, IL 60555-2823

Ju127,2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Malone



Ms. Pam Potter
1450 W Hollywood Ave
Chicago, IL 60660-42 15

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 2012-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 20 12-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Ms. Pam Potter



Mrs. Marlin Fourman
1205 Janet Dr
Mahomet, IL 61853-932 1
(217) 586-5088

Jul 27, 2012

Illinois Pollution Control Board
IL

Subject: Please Reject Ameren’s Petition for a Variance (Docket No. PCB 20 12-126)

Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board,

I object to Ameren’s Petition for a Variance, Docket No. PCB 2012-126.

In 2006, Illinois made history by passing a leading mercury pollution
reduction standard. The original agreement included new clean air
standards for mercury, sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrous oxide (NOx),
which create acid rain and smog, as well as many health-related
problems. Ameren committed to a schedule for reducing its S02 and NOx
pollution in return for more time to make its mercury pollution
reductions.

The state upheld its side of the deal, but now Ameren is trying to
stall cleaning up its coal plants like it promised to. Please reject
the company’s request for a variance and hold the company to the
standard passed in 2006. The agreement to reduce mercury pollution is
vital in protecting public health and the environment through Illinois
and the Midwest. This is critical for my health, our environment and
the Midwest’s future.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Marlin Fourman


